
Q.1 Four possible answers A, B, C & D to each question are given. Circle the correct
one.        (10x1=10)
1 Two parallel wires carrying curent in the same direction:

  (A) Have no effect (B) Repel each other (C) Have no field around them 
(D) Attract each other 

2 S.I unit of E is NC −1  and that of B is NA −1m −1  then the unit of 
E
B   is:

   (A) m −1s −1 (B) ms −1 (C) ms −2 (D) ms 
3 The S.I. unit of  flux density is:

   (A) NA −1m2 (B) NA −1m −1 (C) NAm −1 (D) NA −1m 
4 The magnetic fore on an electron travelling with 108ms −1 parallel to a fiedl strength 1 web m −2 is:

   (A) 105N (B) 10 −10N (C) 1.6 × 10 −11N (D) Zero 
5 The e/m of a neutron is:

   (A) less than electron (B) zero (C) greater than election (D) the same as electron 
6 The CRO is used for:

 
 

(A) Displaying the wave form of frequency (B) Displaying the wave form of given vibration 
(C) Displaying wave form of given voltage (D) Converting A.C into D.C 

7 In order to increase sensitivity of galvanometer the value of C may be:
   (A) Increase (B) decrease (C) Neither increase nor decrease (D) Remain same. 

8 The relation between current I and angle of deflection θ in a moving coil galvanometer is:
   (A) I∞ θ (B) I∞

1
θ
 (C) I∞ sinθ (D) I∞ cosθ 

9 Galvanometer is sensitive when 
C

BAN   is:
   (A) Small (B) Zero  (C) Large (D) Negative 

10 A proper combination of a galvanometer and a series of resistance acts as:
   (A) Voltmeter (B) Ammeter (C) Ohmmeter (D) Avometer 

Q.2 Write short answers of the following questions.                                                              
         (10x2=20)
(i) Define magnetic flux and its unit.
(ii) How can a current loop be used to determine the presence of a magnetic field in a given region of space?
(iii) Why does the picture on a T.V screen become distorted when a magnet is brought near the screen?
(iv) What is function of Sweep generator in cathode ray oscilloscope?
(v) Draw saw tooth voltage wave form and describe it.       
(vi) Is it possible to orient a current loop in a uniform magnetic field such that the loop will not tend to rotate?
(vii) Distinguish between sensitive and dead beat galvanometers.
(viii) Why a voltmeter should have very high resistance?
(ix) What is an ohmmeter?       
(x) What modifications are required convert a galvanometer into ammeter?
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